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Defining Cognition

Of central importance in both cognitive neuroscience and behaviorism is the word cognition. Obviously, it is important in cognitive neuroscience because it represents a major theoretical construct within that paradigm. It is equally important in radical behaviorism, however, because it designates a concept that must be adequately supplied by a purely behaviorist equivalent. But what exactly do behaviorists and cognitivists mean when they speak of cognition?

In several of his writings, Skinner begins to explore the topic of cognition with a brief review of what historically has been the most influential philosophy of mental activity: René Descartes’s mind-body dualism. According to this theory, the mental and the physical exist as two ontologically distinct substances. The body is, of course, physical, and thus subject to scientific law. The mind, however, is made of a different “stuff,” immune to the laws of nature, but nonetheless in causal contact with physical reality. A difficult conundrum, if one accepts this view, is how exactly mental and physical substances interact. How does the mind, which has no physical properties whatsoever, exert force upon the body? Although there is no clear answer to this largely abandoned question, it has certainly sparked some entertaining attempts (Leibniz, 1992). Fortunately, cognitive science has never embraced this philosophical dead end.

Behaviorists, on the other hand, appear to have adopted mind-body dualism—not as an embraced philosophy of science, but as a kind of enemy with which to contend. Accordingly, thoughts (in the dualist sense) cannot possibly cause behavior because they are not physical events. Instead, thoughts have been reclassified as covert behavior—a venerable theoretical move which allows thoughts to exist within a monistic worldview. Unfortunately, this intellectual maneuver also eliminates the causal status of such mental events, rendering them impotent epiphenomena traceable to the real causes of all behavior: environmental contingencies. Thus, changes in the environment are said to cause thoughts (covert behavior), but thoughts are then rendered powerless to affect overt behavior. Viewed from this perspective, the following claim makes sense:

Mentalistic explanations allay curiosity and bring inquiry to a stop. It is so easy to observe feel-
ings and states of mind at a time and a place which make them seem like causes that we are not inclined to inquire further.

"What are you doing?" is frequently a request for further information. The question might be asked of someone rummaging through a box of small objects, and a characteristic response might be "I am looking for my old pocketknife." A more direct question about causes is "Why are you doing that?" and the answer is usually a [mentalistic] description of feelings: "Because I feel like doing it." But if a simple "I feel like it" suffices, nothing else will appear (Skinner, 1974, pp. 14-30).

Skinner’s assertion is that mentalism distracts attention from what should be the variables of interest in psychological science: environment and behavior. As such, Skinner contends that all scientific explanation of behavior must be traced to environmental contingencies. Consider the following example: Persons A and B are preparing to leave their respective houses when they see that it is raining outside. Person A responds by using his umbrella. Person B, however, does not use his umbrella because he "believes" that lightning may strike it and injure him. How are we to explain the differing responses of these two individuals? A cognitive account would consider such belief to be an admissible variable for use in explaining these individuals’ behavior (while not necessarily terminating the explanation upon discovering the belief, as Skinner implied above). A radical behaviorist, however, would appeal to these two individuals’ distinct histories of reinforcement and punishment. Perhaps Person B had been struck by lightning previously, or maybe he had been reinforced for cautious behavior regarding lightning. In any case, the environment, not his belief, caused Person B’s failure to use an umbrella. More specifically, his history with contingencies of reinforcement and punishment caused a change in the organism as a whole (Skinner, 1974)—that is, in Person B as a whole—which led him to behave differently in the presence of a discriminative stimulus (i.e., rain) than did Person A, who does not share the same history.

But what is this change in the organism as a whole? According to Skinner, who embraced neuroscience as a legitimate discipline, it is likely to be a neural change. In other words, it is a change in the structure of the organism’s central nervous system. Presumably, then, Person A’s central nervous system contained a neural pattern predisposing him to emit umbrella-using behavior, while Person B’s central nervous system contained a corresponding pattern predisposing him not to use an umbrella in the same environmental context. Theoretically, one should be able to trace the internal paths of neural activation from input (Person B sees rain) to output (he leaves without an umbrella), specifying exactly how activity at each synapse contributes to his behavior. We can say, then, that the central nervous system, changed by past environmental contingencies, transforms input into output—that is, comes into contact with a stimulus and gives out a response—in a way corresponding to the individual’s unique history with the environment.

This brings us to a theoretical viewpoint philosophers call functionalism. While there are numerous types of psychological functionalism (Block, 1980), all varieties reduce mental events to functional events. In more precise language, there is an identity between mental and functional “kinds” (Kim, 1998). A mental event is viewed as an internal organismic state with a specific function that serves a particular causal role. In other words, mental states are not defined by what they are, but by what they do.

Consider most philosophers’ favorite example: pain. For the functionalist, pain is an internal state that fills a causal role relative to specified inputs and outputs (stimuli and responses). Pain receives tissue damage as input and yields wincing, groaning, and other pain behaviors as output. This is what pain does. It is a real internal state that serves this function, but it is not necessarily a conscious state with a phenomenological character. A mental state may include a phenomenological experience, but this is not what individuals it as “mental.” It is considered mental because of the functional role it plays in mediating between relevant inputs, outputs, and other functional states.

In our above example of people carrying umbrellas, a functionalist may reasonably distinguish two mental/functional states. First, there is the desire to carry an umbrella. This desire may be functionally defined as taking an observation of rain as input and yielding umbrella-carrying behavior as output. However, it may also receive input from other mental/functional states, including belief. In this case, it receives input from a belief (which is, of course, only another functional state) that rain signals lightning and possibly danger (perhaps a third belief about the nature of the danger is involved here also). This belief also receives input from the environment (i.e., observed rain), but yields output that is fed as input directly into the aforementioned desire. As such, its causal function is as a sort of lightning warning device that changes the organism’s behavior through influencing another causal function: the desire to carry an umbrella. Because one’s history of experience with the environment is a valid cause of the formation of a belief, it is reasonable to think that Person A (who uses the umbrella) has had a different history with the environment than Person B (who does not use the umbrella). Thus, functional states are well grounded in environmental and behavioral data. In fact, they are equated with their causal roles relative to these data.

Skinner might respond to this characterization of functional states by commenting that it is overly mentalistic. He might assert that the functional/mental states of which I write are reducible to a history with environmental contingencies and thus are superfluous in scientific explanation. To avoid “mnemic” causation (causation that jumps a temporal gap), however, he would still rightly appeal to a change in the organism as a whole that predisposes certain actions as a result of such contingencies. This change, I believe, still fits well within a functionalist framework: it is an internal (presumably neural) state that serves a causal role with reference to specified inputs and outputs. In fact, Day and Moore (1995) contend that “Skinner has long-term squatter’s rights when compared with philosophical functionalists, since he has been expounding the functional position at least since Science and Human Behavior (Skinner, 1953),” and Palmer and Kimchi comment that “prominent examples of psychological theories couched exclusively or primarily within the functional domain include Skinner’s theory of organismic behavior” (p. 42).

Even given this affinity for functionalism, Skinner might ask, “Where’s the mental in all of this? All you’ve said is that experience with the environment changes physical, neural structures within the brain that function to cause behavioral responses given exposure to certain stimuli.” It is true that functionalism, a type of materialism, posits that functional states cannot exist independent of physical substrata. The
functionalist would add, however, that functional states are not dependent on any specific class of physical material for their causal powers. Rather, functional states can be instantiated in many materials without losing their causal significance. Philosopher Jaegwon Kim (1998), addressing this issue with reference to the mental/functional state of pain, writes, "But aren’t there pain-capable organisms, like reptiles and mollusks, with brains very different from the human brain? Perhaps in these species the neurons that work as nociceptive neurons—pain-sensitive neurons—aren’t like human C-fibers at all?" (pp. 69-70).

Moreover, similar or even identical functional states can exist in two distinct human organisms, yet utilize two completely different sets of neurons. In this same vein, because of brain plasticity, neural substrata utilized for specific functions can even shift over time, especially if the organism suffers some sort of brain lesion. This line of reasoning, known as the “multiple realization” argument, can be extended still further. Isn’t it conceivable that a computer could also respond to environmental control by altering its behavior over time, thus instantiating functional states in silicon? This possibility vividly demonstrates the drawbacks of reducing mental/functional states to their material concomitants: one loses the ability to delineate functional similarities between organisms with differing physiologies. For this reason, we must say that while some physical substrate is necessary for the existence of a functional state, any one specific physical substrate appears expendable.

What are we to call these functional states of the “organism as a whole” that can be instantiated in multiple substrates without losing their causal status? It seems reasonable to refer to them loosely as cognitive states. In fact, cognitive scientists have long endorsed functionality as a criterion for what is to be considered “mental.” Palmer and Kimchi (1986), in their lucid explication of the basic assumptions of information-processing (IP) theory (one approach to cognition), write:

Another aspect of the first assumption [of IP theory] that needs to be discussed is the notion of a “functional” description. The intent here is to single out a domain of discourse for IP theories of mind that appropriately reflects the kind of accounts they offer. In this context, functional descriptions are to be distinguished from both physical and phenomenological descriptions. . . . The presumption is that this functional level is considerably more abstract and general than the physical level (in the sense that many physically quite different objects can have the same function). (p. 42)

As such, the functional description of an organism (or computer, for that matter) need not explicitly refer to underlying physical states of its nervous system (or equivalent) to posit causal relationships mediated by internal functional states. Rather, it must refer to abstractions of those physical states and their causal or functional roles in mediating between environmental input and behavioral output.

This functional description, in tandem with information characterizing an organism’s current environmental context, is in principle sufficient for the prediction and explanation of an organism’s behavior. It is, however, only a small portion of a complete understanding of the organism’s psychology. This is true because functions may be instantiated in multiple classes and configurations of matter. Once a functional state has been discovered, it can be asked how this state is realized in the neural tissue of the brain. Or, conversely, once a certain neural circuit is discovered, it can be asked what functional state or states it instantiates (that is, what causal role it serves). Thus, functional and physiological analyses inform one another—i.e., if a function exists, it must have some physical basis, and if a neural circuit exists, it likely has some functional significance. Thus, the words cognitive (if we consider the functional state to be an adequate definition of what is usually called cognitive) and neuroscience appear to fit together nicely, as do the words behavioral and neuroscience (if we consider radical behaviorism to represent a type of functionalism).

Cognitive and Behavioral Neuroscience Contrasted

Even though cognitivism and radical behaviorism are two examples of philosophical functionalism, there is still much room for disagreement. Being an exemplar of functionalism does not guarantee a theory’s compatibility with all other such exemplars. In order to understand how this is possible, it may be useful to consider exactly what functionalism means for the information processing theorist.

According to Palmer and Kimchi (1986),

What distinguishes IP theories from most other functional theories in psychology is its further claim that the appropriate type of functional description is informational; that is, mental events are to be characterized in terms of information and operations that relate information. . . . As we are using the terms, information is an abstract construct in theoretical descriptions of mental events. We have used it in this way to reflect the pervasive belief among IP psychologists that IP theories are abstract, functional entities that do not depend on at least certain physical characteristics of the events being described. (pp. 42-43)

In other words, cognitive scientists (at least of the information-processing variety) posit that information serves the function of transforming input into output. After all, information, like function, is an abstract entity that can be instantiated in multiple media (e.g., on paper, in cathode-ray diode television screens, in computer circuits, etc.). But, what do cognitive psychologists mean when they refer to the brain as an information processor? Of what exactly are these “processes” and the “information” that they process made? These are complex questions with no clear answers. I will propose, however, one possible set of responses.

In order for a system to be considered functional, something inside of it must bring about certain outputs given specific inputs. This “something” need not be decomposable into linear steps, nor must it operate on symbolic representations of input; perhaps the output results from simple association, reflexive response, or some other equally unitary function. In order for a system to be called an information processor, however, it must symbolize its input and perform functions on this symbolization that are describable as a set of steps. That is, it must be specifiable in terms of an algorithm (i.e., a set of “processes”), each step of which operates on a representation (i.e., “information”). A symbol or representation, in this context, may consist of merely a characteristic pattern of neural firing that occurs upon exposure to a particular stimulus, or a particular semipermanent organization of synaptic connections that results from a history with such a stimulus. Representations need
not be consciously experienced nor must consciousness or phenomenological experience even exist for representation to occur. An algorithm, then, is simply a systematic and sequential set of changes that this representation undergoes prior to output being returned. Each of these algorithmic steps is, of course, a functional event in that it fills a causal role in relation to preceding/subsequent steps and the entire functional system’s input and output. As such, the physical pattern of neural activity that comprises representation A (that is, a representation of stimulus A) in one organism need not be the same physical pattern of neural activity that constitutes representation A in another organism; nor must the set of physical changes in neural activity comprising algorithm X in one organism’s brain be identical to those constituting algorithm X in another organism’s brain. Rather, the different possible physical instantiations of representations and algorithms must serve the same causal function in relation to one another and in relation to the inputs and outputs of the organism itself. Representations and algorithms, then, are abstractable in that they are dependent upon some physical substrate, but not upon any specific type or patterning of this substrate, as long as the causal connections between the instantiations of each of these abstract entities are consistent across all such substrates. They could as easily be instantiated in a digital computer as in a system of levers, gears, and pulleys (although certainly less efficiently).

This is clearly not the functionalism of the radical behaviorist, who would likely take issue with the notions of both representation and algorithmic processing. For the radical behaviorist, functional changes in the human brain (or any organism’s brain, for that matter) are subsymbolic—that is, they do not rely on symbolic representation. Rather, such changes are brute-force alterations of neural connections that cause the organism to behave differently as a result of experience with the environment. While these alterations may be (loosely) characterizable as an algorithm, this algorithm certainly would not resemble the step-by-step processes responsible for transforming information in a symbol-processing computer.

The fact that both radical behaviorism and cognitive information-processing theory are examples of functionalism, however, goes a long way toward narrowing the focus of debate and discussion between these two rivals. The debate no longer hinges on well-worn issues such as whether there are changes in the internal organization of the organism as a result of experience with the environment, whether environment and behavior are legitimate and important variables in psychological research and practice, or whether positing functional states (which, for the cognitivist, are functional-informational states) hails further investigation into the causes of behavior. Rather, the debate hinges on whether the neural machinations of the brain allow for the vast array of behaviors displayed by the human organism (and undoubtedly traceable to the environment) without some form of representation and algorithmic processing.

The necessity of symbol processing in a complete account of human behavior is currently under debate in the cognitive science and neuroscience literatures. Whether “connectoplasm” (the generic “stuff” of neural networks) without any explicit algorithmic organization and symbol processing can account for such phenomena as language and formal reasoning is not a question I can legitimately address within the confines of this article. It should suffice to note, however, that many theorists claim that such phenomena can be explained without the use of information-processing concepts (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1986; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996), while others vehemently disagree (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988; Hadley, 1994; Marcus, 1998; Pinker, 1997; Pinker & Price, 1988). A brief perusal of this literature, however, should demonstrate to the reader the focused and precise nature of the questions under consideration. It is my belief that from this new debate, productive answers will shortly emerge.

Conclusion

In the preceding pages, I have attempted to use philosophical functionalism to draw parallels between radical behaviorism and cognitivism (including cognitive neuroscience). It has not been my intention to argue either field into a corner in favor of the other. Rather, I wished to propose a framework for focusing the debate between these theoretical rivals. If both radical behaviorism and cognitivism can be legitimately classified as instances of functionalism, then classical arguments between the two sides can be reconstructed as red herrings. Although this article has not directly addressed the question that spawned the debate at the AABT convention in 2000 (i.e., Which theoretical frame-

work offers the best paradigm for the science and practice of clinical psychology?), perhaps by narrowing the focus of inquiry, an answer based on sound reasoning and theoretical principles can be achieved.
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Brains, Computer Games, and Behavior: What Do They Have to Do With Progress in Behavior Therapy?

Megan M. Kelly, John P. Forsyth, and Maria Karekla, University at Albany; State University of New York

The behavior therapy movement has enjoyed a long history of success, much of it owing to a very simple formula: the integration of basic behavioral science (e.g., operant and respondent principles of learning) with the practical application of that science so as to understand and alleviate a wide range of human suffering. When put into action, this formula manifested as a unique pragmatic vision of basic and applied scientific activity, wherein behavior therapists sought scientific understanding with at least one eye on practical utility. Joseph Wolpe’s pioneering basic and applied research on systematic desensitization is one of several examples of the integration of basic behavioral science with the practical application of that science in clinical contexts. The result was a carefully conducted program of research, yielding knowledge that systematic desensitization works, but also knowledge about why it works (cf. K. G. Wilson, 1997). By focusing on knowledge not only for its own sake but also for what it can accomplish, Wolpe and others were able to revolutionize behaviorism, behavior therapy, and clinical psychology more generally.

Scientific understanding without practical utility or practical utility without understanding is also increasingly recognized as untenable even among the scientific community. Though neuroscientists would like-neuroscience to allow them to pursue their ambitions with less concern (really one standard, not two). We begin this arguably value-laden set of standards with at least one eye on practical utility. Joseph Wolpe and others were able to revolutionize behaviorism, behavior therapy, and clinical psychology more generally.

Scientific understanding without practical utility or practical utility without understanding is also increasingly recognized as untenable even among the scientific community. Though neuroscientists would like-neuroscience to allow them to pursue their ambitions with less concern (really one standard, not two). We begin this arguably value-laden set of standards with at least one eye on practical utility. Joseph Wolpe and others were able to revolutionize behaviorism, behavior therapy, and clinical psychology more generally.

One implication of the present metanalytic argument is that knowledge claims and paradigmatic proposals that fall short of yielding scientific understanding with practical utility and practical utility with understanding should be viewed cautiously by behavior therapists. Another implication is that such claims can and probably should be evaluated in light of these mutually entailed metanalytic dimensions (i.e., scientific understanding and practical utility), dimensions that are noncommittal with respect to content. Here, we attempt such a modest evaluation of three knowledge claims that have been proposed as alternative frameworks for the continued advancement of behavior therapy (for more detail see Forsyth & Kelly, 2001): (a) cognitive neuroscience (e.g., Feldman, 2002; Ildari, 2002; Ildari & Feldman, 2001), (b) neural network learning theory (Tryon, 2002), and (c) behavior analysis (Plaud, 2001, 2002). As we regard the reciprocal relation between knowledge for knowledge’s sake (i.e., understanding) and knowledge for what it can accomplish (i.e., practical utility) as one, if not the, main reason for behavior therapy’s historic track record of success, we will hold all three proposals to this arguably value-laden set of standards (really one standard, not two). We begin our evaluation by considering Ildari and Feldman’s proposal for the cognitive neuroscience framework as an overarching foundation for behavior therapy.

Ildari and Feldman’s Cognitive Neuroscience as a Framework for Behavior Therapy

Overview

As we understand it, the interdisciplinary field known as cognitive neuroscience takes as its starting point brain function, and attempts to provide proximal causal explanations of how brain function, and to a lesser extent brain structure, subserves psychological functions (e.g., cognition, emotion, overt behavioral actions). Cognitive neuroscientists also assume that (a) psychologically important events occur as a result of neural information processing and (b) there is a one-to-one correspondence between mental events (e.g., thinking, perceiving), overt behavioral actions, and brain events (cf. Feldman, 2002; Ildari, 2002; Ildari & Feldman, 2001, for a brief summary). Much of this work, in turn, draws heavily on sophisticated brain imaging technology (e.g., fMRI, SPECT) and computer simulations of neuronal function (e.g., connectionist models and neural networks) to support inferences about brain-behavior relations.

With regard to the promise of cognitive neuroscience for advancing the science and practice of behavior therapy, the jury is arguably still out. As we see it, there are at least two obstacles facing cognitive neuroscience in the context of the behavior therapy movement: one scientific and the other pragmatic.

Scientific understanding with medical, but not psychological, practical utility. With regard to the science, it seems clear that the past several decades have yielded a remarkable increase in our understanding of the nature and functioning of the human brain. This work, in turn, has paved the way for increasingly more sophisticated and powerful pharmacologic interventions for a range of medical and medicalized psychological problems. It has also paved the way for attempts to link neural brain function with psychological function and to use that link to explain behavioral activity. Yet, cognitive neuroscientists seem not to have escaped from the use of computer as metaphor to explain the psychological functions of the brain and a growing reliance on computer algorithms (as research subjects) to study those functions. Consistent with this view, one increasingly recognized as untenable even by cognitive psychologists (see McNally, 1998), Ildari and Feldman (in press) speak of the brain as evolved to process, transform, and represent salient information; one that is comprised of bits, symbol systems, algorithms, and computational networks. Though neuroscientists would like-
ly not quibble with Ilardi and Feldman's claim that each and every thought, impulse, affect, perception, and motivation is associated with a commensurate pattern of brain activity, they will likely quibble with the notion that (a) the computer metaphor and related simulations add anything in explaining the activity of real neurons in real brains of real living, breathing organisms, and (b) that psychological phenomena are completely isomorphic with specific neural activity.

Regarding (b) above, we know that the brain is considerably more plastic than previously thought. What this means, among other things, is that the brain can compensate (and we use that term loosely) for damage to neurons that normally subsumed specific adaptive functions. Moreover, despite the increasing technological sophistication of brain imaging technology, it has not been possible to show that a thought, an emotion, or a perception is isomorphic with a specific pattern of neuronal activity within a given person, and particularly across persons who report the same private events. It would be quite compelling if one could show that when Thought X occurred it was also accompanied by Neural Pattern X, irrespective of the context in which Thought X is said to occur. This, as far as we know, has not been demonstrated, and we seriously doubt that it ever will. What the voluminous body of research in behavioral and cognitive neuroscience has shown is that psychological functions are correlated with brain functions; that certain psychological functions are dependent on intact and adequate functioning of certain regions of the brain (e.g., eating behavior, fearful behavior), but not always, and that changes in psychological and overt behavioral functioning are also accompanied, to no real surprise, by changes in the brain. Virtually all of this work in living, breathing organisms is correlational, albeit highly sophisticated and of potential relevance to behavior therapists. Yet, the computerese and highly inferential and metaphorical talk used to describe psychological functions of the brain seem far less precise compared with descriptions of what occurs at the neuronal level in biological terms.

Behavior analysis and therapy’s integrated emphasis on “knowledge for knowledge’s sake” (i.e., scientific understanding) and “knowledge for what it can accomplish” (i.e., practical utility) has helped pave the way for several efficacious psychosocial cognitive-behavioral interventions for a wide range of problems (e.g., Chambless & Hollon, 1998; Chambless et al., 1996). Cognitive neuroscientists, but particularly behavioral neuroscientists, have likewise integrated understanding (i.e., of brain structure and function) with practical utility in the form of developing pharmacologic remedies for a range of medical and psychological problems. This approach is entirely consistent with the medical model, but not a psychological treatment model. Behavior therapists, and particularly front-line clinicians, will want to know more than “Brain Functioning X is correlated with Condition X” or that “Brain Structure Y predicts Behavior Y,” and even that the brains of patients look different pre- to postpsychotherapy. Rather, they will want to know how one produces a changed brain and, more importantly, how cognitive neuroscience informs clinical practice in terms of pointing to more powerful psychosocial interventions. Though psychotropic interventions have their place, they are increasingly regarded as palliatives, not cures, for most psychological problems. Moreover, we are learning via randomized controlled clinical trials that, while pharmacologic interventions seem to do well in the short term, it is often cognitive-behavior therapies that produce more lasting behavior change.

For example, in a recent placebo-controlled, randomized clinical trial, Barlow, Gorman, Shear, and Woods (2000) found that cognitive-behavioral therapy for panic disorder is a more durable treatment by itself at 6-month follow-up compared to imipramine alone, or combinations of imipramine and placebo with CBT; though imipramine produced a more immediate symptom relief in the short term. This finding is consistent with the idea that one needs to do more than alter brain functioning at the neurotransmitter level to effect lasting meaningful treatment outcome (see also Clark et al., 1994; Marks et al., 1993). Rather, one needs to teach clients in therapy to also think differently, to feel differently, and otherwise behave differently. This, we believe, is, and has always been, the charge of the behavior therapy movement, and we have little doubt that a changed person and a changed brain occurs after meaningful changes in cognitive-behavior therapy. If cognitive neuroscience is to become a unifying metatheoretical framework for behavior therapy, it will need to address the charge of clinical science and practice by showing that it can contribute to novel and efficacious psychosocial clinical interventions. To date, cognitive neuroscientists have not done so, and the field of cognitive neuroscience remains just a promise for behavior therapy.

Tryon’s Neural Network Learning Theory and Behavior Therapy

Overview

Neural network learning theory (NNLT) is a learning theory based on connectionist models of synaptic change and the configuration of neurons and their interconnections resulting from experience (Tryon, 1995). Neural networks involve sums of inputs, weights, and complex mathematical algorithms that make up sophisticated computer simulations of learning-based models of synaptic change. Though NNLT is still in its infancy, it has made some potentially important inroads regarding understanding how neural functioning and neural organization is modified by experience.

Brains and computer games are interesting and fun, but what do they have to do with the practice of behavior therapy? In terms of knowledge for knowledge’s sake, NNLT proposes interesting and legitimate questions about the structure of neural connections in the brain and their relation to brain function and behavior. The parallel processing approach of NNLT is a step above the old computer metaphor based on serial processing. NNLT has also provided interesting computer analogues of the types of processing that may occur in real neural systems (Bates & Elman, 1993). For example, this growing body of research has attempted to elucidate the relations between neural networks and excitatory and inhibitory processes, summation of activation, and the distribution of patterns across neural connections.

Most importantly, neural network computer simulations can learn and change as a result of experience and the resulting changes in the neural network can be examined directly.

As a learning theory that has the potential to bridge the fields of cognitive theory, behaviorism, and neuroscience, NNLT has much promise, but still has a very long way to go. For instance, though one can analyze the complex algorithms that control the output or “behavior” of a computer, it is a metaphorical leap to suggest that biological neural connections work the same way. We know how computers and computer simulations of neural activity learn because we have access to the complex algorithms controlling the simulated neurons and the resulting changes in their connections (via analyses of changes in synaptic weights after the fact). The same level of precision is not available when it comes to examining neural relations in a human brain. That is, we do not have technology that allows a window on the complex mathematical algorithms and changes in neural weights.
Correspondence between the behavior of the computer simulations and human behavior is, in our view, an unsatisfactory basis for claims about the relevance of NNLT to behavior therapy. For instance, one might be tempted to say that the neural network model could account for activity in a real brain, provided that the antecedent and consequent events were the same for both the computer and the human, including identical behavioral output. This argument, however, is akin to saying that two people with the identical DSM diagnoses and associated symptoms have identical learning histories and hence the same neural connections in the brain, or that identical learning histories among two people will result in similar changes in the brain and hence resulting behavior. In both instances, we know these claims to be false.

Unfortunately, there is no way to know whether neural network models bear any explanatory force when it comes to human behavior. Moreover, real neurons, real neural connections, and real brain activity are regarded as considerably more complex than what any computer is capable of simulating. Indeed, the most powerful supercomputer performs approximately 8 orders of magnitude of operations per second, which is 100 million times less than a human brain (cf. Tryon, 1995). Even if a computer could someday perform at the same level of complexity as the human brain, this does not therefore mean that the human brain is analogous to the simulated neural operations of the computer. In our view, the important contribution of NNLT as a model of brain activity is just that, a model whose application to explain real neurological events based on correspondence alone is tenuous at best.

If actual neural processing were in all ways similar to computer simulations, then we should not only be able to predict and influence the output of computers using such models, but human behavior as well. Neural network research is not yet on the level of predicting, let alone specifying, how one might use such models to influence human behavior. For instance, the Deep Blue II program that defeated the human chess champion Gary Kasparov is an example of an outstanding artificial-intelligence program with complex mathematical algorithms and the ability to learn. An analysis of how and why Deep Blue II performs its chess moves is within our technical grasp at a microscopic level. Yet, neural network learning theorists are unable to achieve the same level of precision when it comes to explaining the chess-playing behavior of Gary Kasparov. With the human subject, the neural network learning theorist has access to environmental antecedents, perhaps a window on electrical and glucose changes in the brain that occur as a function of those antecedents (e.g., via sophisticated brain imagining technology), and observations of what the human subject does as a result. Neural network scientists do not have access to algorithms and synaptic weights that are presumed to underlie, and hence control, the chess-playing behavior of Kasparov. Brain imaging technology will not help fill this gap, as it does not provide a window on algorithms, weights, and the like. Pragmatically, the behavior therapist will want to know how to produce good chess-playing behavior. Moreover, behavior therapists will want to know whether knowing that one has produced specific changes in the brains of clients via behavior therapy really matters, how one would know whether such neural changes occurred, and, more importantly, how neural network theories provide behavior therapists with more effective psychological interventions and ultimately how NNLT would make one a more effective behavior therapist. NNLT advocates have thus far provided no direct answers to such questions, nor have they provided information that can directly help clinicians in delivering efficacious psychosocial treatments.

Though one can not fault NNLT devotees for not having developed practical applications of neural network basic research (i.e., basic science often lags behind practical need), one should raise an eyebrow or two when NNLT is being sold as a paradigm that behavior therapists should adopt. The reason is that most behavior therapists are attempting to use science to achieve practical ends in alleviating human suffering in and outside therapy contexts. Tryon (2002) notes that NNLT has the potential to yield new and more powerful tools for the creation of effective and efficacious therapies, which, if true, would be of great value to behavior therapists. Perhaps as the field of neural networks matures, evidence from research may yield information leading to new and more powerful psychosocial treatments. We would certainly welcome such a development, whether from NNLT, cognitive neuroscience, or any other branch of psychological science. To date, however, NNLT has not yielded such practical information, and like its cognitive neuroscience cousin, remains just a promise for behavior therapy.

**Overview**

The basic and applied branches of behavior analysis have a long history of affiliation with behaviorism and the behavior therapy movement more generally. Behavior analysis from its beginnings considered behavior situated in and within its context as the fundamental unit of analysis (i.e., behavior-environment relations, not just behavior, and certainly not just environment alone), with prediction and influence of behavior serving as mutually entailed analytic goals (one goal, not two). Behavior analysis was conceived in the context of a radically different philosophy of science, a philosophy that was radical precisely because of the manner in which psychological science and behavior were conceptualized. The products of this perspective speak for themselves, and research studies that followed provided a wealth of knowledge about controlling variables over adaptive and maladaptive behavior and how such variables can be influenced so as to better understand and treat a wide range of problems in living.

Though the historic affiliation of behavior analysis with behavior therapy requires no elaboration, the reason why Plaud (2001, 2002) feels the need to remind behavior therapists of this close affiliation deserves some comment. As we see it, Plaud is concerned that modern behavior therapy has lost its behavioral moorings, particularly contact with post-Skinnerian behavior analysis. There is probably some truth to this claim. Applied behavior analysis has been over-
looked by behavior therapists as a source of clinical inspiration in the routine treatment of adult problems since the mid-1960s. This may be due, in part, to perpetuation of the view that behavior analysis is limited to controlled environments (e.g., in schools, hospitals, etc.), certain kinds of problematic behaviors and populations (e.g., autism, developmental disabilities, children), and can only account for a restricted range of psychological phenomena (e.g., overt behavioral actions, but not clinically rich phenomena such as thinking, feeling, and emotion). These and other misconceptions have likely prevented the more widespread application of behavior analysis in less controlled outpatient therapy contexts (Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991). Yes, we have both knowledge for knowledge’s sake and knowledge for what it can accomplish. The principles of behavior, developed in the research laboratory, have been extended by behavior therapists to prevent and ameliorate a wide range of human suffering in individuals, couples, groups, schools, and organizations. The behavior therapy track record speaks for itself: The application of behavior analysis in less controlled outpatient therapy contexts (Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991) have moved beyond the original three-term contingency in addressing other clinically rich phenomena, such as thinking, feeling, emotion, attributions, resistance, transference, suicide, depression, anxiety, psychological acceptance and avoidance, including several new promising psychotherapies anchored in the basic behavioral science. In so doing, however, clinical behavior analysts have not given up on a science of behavior, but rather have extended that science in meaningful, coherent, and creative ways (Hayes & Torremino, 1999).

Behavior analysts of the basic, applied, and clinical stripe have always kept true to behavioral science’s early mission, which is to have an integrated basic and applied science. Behavior therapy, to some extent, has lost this priceless integration, with the science of behaviorism no longer closely linked to its applied branch. Since the mid-1960s behavior therapy has increasingly drifted from its grounding in basic behavioral science, favoring instead a more general empirical approach to the treatment of clinical problems. There are relatively few behavior therapists with one foot planted in basic research laboratory and the other foot in the clinic. Few of those calling themselves behavior therapists are thoroughly familiar with behaviorism and contemporary principles of learning from behavioral science, and even fewer look to behavior theory and behavioral principles for clinical inspiration. Ironically, it is precisely this approach that paved the way for behavior therapy’s early successes; one that contemporary behavior therapy seems to have lost sight of, particularly judging the need for the thematic title—"Bringing the Gap from Science to Clinical Practice"—of AABT’s 1994 annual meeting. Most behavior therapists identify themselves loosely as cognitive-behavior therapists and do not see use of this hyphenated term as a conceptual redundancy. Novel treatment innovations are few and far between, and the trend is to repackage tried and true treatment interventions (e.g., relaxation training) and test for their efficacy with diagnostically dissimilar clinical conditions in the context of large-scale randomized clinical trials. Interest in the conceptual foundations of behavior therapy, and the practice of conceptually driven behavior therapy, is, for the most part, now seen as irrelevant for the successful implementation of behavioral intervention technologies. What it means to be a behavior therapist is now, more than ever, anyone’s guess.

There is no muddled definition of what it means to behave as a behavior analyst. In fact, the opposite is true, with the definition of a behavior analyst being the same whether one works with rats, pigeons, or human beings either in or outside of therapy. Behavior analysis is unambiguously concerned with the prediction and control (influence) of behavior via identification and manipulation of consequences that follow behavior. The basic and applied divisions of behavior analysis share the same language and concepts, like other fields of science that have basic and applied branches. For instance, engineers represent the applied branch of physics that is concerned with the practical application of the known laws of physics. In so doing, engineers build bridges, buildings, roads based on a science of physics, including the relevant terminology. The engineer does not, however, create new terms and concepts not tried to the basic science of physics or, worse yet, invent or ignore known facts and laws of physics when building a bridge. At one time behavior therapists shared a similar basic and applied integrated focus, a technology, a terminology, grounded in a behaviorism and a psychology of learning. This feature of behavior therapy seems to have been lost.

The close link of behavior analysis to basic science has contributed additionally to the understanding of how behavioral interventions work, and not just that they work. Some very promising therapy approaches have recently been born out of behavior analysis’ close link between scientific knowledge and practical utility (e.g., Acceptance and Commitment Therapy; Hayes, Strosahl, & Wilson, 1999; and Functional Analytic Psychotherapy; Kohlenberg & Tsai, 1991). Though data on the efficacy and effectiveness of these treatment procedures are still limited, the more important point here is that such novel treatment procedures emerged from advances in behavioral science and entail a foundation in technical concepts from the basic branch of the science.
Conclusion

Behavior therapy’s long track record of success owes much to the contributions of behavior therapists to scientific knowledge with an eye on practical utility as it does to pluralism with regard to multiple theories and viewpoints, without which progress in behavior therapy, and more generally in the field of clinical psychology, would not be possible. We recognize that behaving as a behavior therapist means many things to different people, and that no perspective should be taken as the way to conduct behavior therapy. In fact, there is value in having a number of different perspectives in one field, where a broad array of theories and analytic approaches may speed up the process of understanding the variables and processes that contribute, either in whole or in part, to human suffering and its successful alleviation (Wemms, 1999). Cognitive neuroscience and NNLT have contributed much to our understanding and thinking about the structure of the brain, brain function, and brain-behavior relations more generally. In terms of behavior therapy’s recipe for success, both approaches have also contributed much in terms of scientific understanding. Yet, both suffer from a lack of knowledge contribution with clear practical utility. In our view, this issue is the main impediment for serious consideration of NNLT and cognitive neuroscience as overarching frameworks for the science and practice of behavior therapy. Behavior analysis, by contrast, has never had a problem with practical utility, and continues to maintain a close link between the lab and the clinic. In so doing, contemporary behavior analysis resembles the original components of behavior therapy’s very successful formula. Yet, behavior analysts continue to suffer from an enormous public relations problem, some of which has to do with the very behavior of behavior analysts in trying to have their voices heard. Our hope is that those affiliated with the behavior therapy movement will, at the very least, pause to ask whether they are advancing scientific understanding with practical utility and/or practical utility with scientific understanding. Gaps along such dimensions are problematic not just for cognitive neuroscientists, neural network learning theorists, but for the continued advancement of behavior therapy in the years to come.
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Comments on Kelly, Forsyth, and Karekla’s “Brains, Computer Games, and Behavior: What Do They Have to Do With Progress in Behavior Therapy?”

Warren W. Tryon, Fordham University

The underlying theme of this debate is about the sufficiency of functional analysis as a theoretical basis of behavior therapy. All debate participants agree that functional analysis is necessary for good behavior therapy and we further agree that functional analysis has been responsible for the emergence of behavior therapy as a major therapeutic approach. We disagree about whether functional analysis provides a sufficient theoretical base for behavior therapy. KFK propose that the functional analytic perspective is entirely sufficient and that no further extension of our explanatory base is needed. Their pejorative characterization of serious scientific computer simulations of learning in multilayered adaptive networks constrained by neuroscience as “computer games” precludes any significant consideration for extending the explanatory base of behavior therapy beyond functional analysis.

The large majority of behavior therapists characterize themselves as cognitive-behaviorists because they disagree that functional analysis provides a sufficient basis for practice and research. They have found it necessary to expand the explanatory base of behavior therapy to include psychological processes of cognition and memory. Most of the recent empirically supported behavior therapies have been developed by cognitively oriented clinicians with psychodynamic training. I refer specifically to Beck, Ellis, and Linehan as examples. These treatments would not have developed had behavior therapy restricted its explanatory base exclusively to functional analysis.

Tryon (2002), Ilardi (2002), and Feldman (2002) support a further extension of the explanatory base of behavior therapy regarding learning. Behavior therapy has been defined (Eysenck, 1964; Wolpe 1969; Wolpe & Lazarus, 1966) and recently has been redefined as applied learning theory (Tryon, 2000a). Learning theory has generally been narrowly interpreted to mean principles of operant and respondent conditioning. The large majority of behavior therapists have a cognitive-behavioral orientation because they believe that conditioning principles provide an inadequate theoretical (scientific, explanatory) and clinical basis for contemporary cognitive-behavioral therapy. Comments made by KFK regarding Plaud (2002) concur with this concern. If one accepts that successful behavior therapy entails new learning, then it follows that knowing more about the learning process is better for both the science and practice of behavior therapy. Neural Network Learning Theory (NNLT), my term for Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP) Connectionist Neural Network (CNN) models, is a modern learning theory that is consistent with explanation by selection; the primary explanatory basis preferred by behavior analysts. The work of John Donahoe (Donahoe, 1991, 1997; Donahoe, Burgos, & Palmer, 1993; Donahoe & Dorsel, 1997; Donahoe & Palmer, 1989; Donahoe, Palmer, & Burgos, 1997a, 1997b) clearly demonstrates that NNLT is highly consistent with behavior analysis. NNLT now explains virtually all conditioning phenomena. Donahoe (1997) persuasively argues for the necessity of broadening behavior analysis to include neural networks. NNLT is a superset of behaviorism that includes all conditioning phenomena. NNLT also is a cognitive theory because it was developed, in part, by cognitive psychologists to understand the microstructure of cognitive processes. NNLT is informed by neuroscience and constitutes part of cognitive neuroscience. This is just the sort of integrative modern learning theory that cognitive-behaviorists need and deserve.

A major reason why functional analysis does not provide a sufficient theoretical basis for behavior therapy is that it presumes rather than explains the mechanisms that enable the functional relationships included in a functional analysis. For example, reinforcement is fundamental to functional analysis and behavior analytic explanation but questions about what makes a reinforcer reinforcing and how reinforcement modifies behavior are not asked because it is presumed that behavior therapists do not need to know the answers to such questions. True, behavioral technicians do not need to know this information in order to modify behavior but behavioral scientists should have a more complete understanding of the relevant causal processes involved. Functional analysis presumes psychological processes of perception, cognition, learning, and memory. They are not formally included into a causal analysis despite utilization of an S-O-R model. The main rationale appears to be that such inquiry has in the past distracted clinicians and scientists from completing a functional analysis of behavior. Contemporary efforts to promote functional analysis by excluding inquiry into underlying causal processes have been rejected by cognitive-behaviorists who currently constitute the large majority of behavior therapists. I agree that many cognitive explanations are circular and redescibe rather than explain behavior, but NNLT explanations entail selection rather than design (cf. Donahoe, 1991, 1997; Donahoe, Burgos, & Palmer, 1993; Donahoe & Dorsel, 1997; Donahoe & Palmer, 1989; Donahoe, Palmer, & Burgos, 1997a, 1997b) just as behavior analytic explanations do. But NNLT explanations of behavior include perception, cognition, learning, and memory and are therefore fully psychological versus narrowly behavioral.

Behavior therapists want and need to better understand the learning process so that more effective treatments can be prepared. The principle of parsimony prefers a single learning theory that explains conditioning and cognition in humans and animals with one set of principles in a way that is consistent with neuroscience. NNLT provides such an expanded explanatory base. Choosing this theoretical approach will not necessarily change the way behavior therapy is currently practiced, and that is not a deficiency of NNLT. Achieving a more complete understanding of why current cognitive-behavioral treatments work is a valuable contribution in and of itself. Tryon’s (1998, 1999) Bidirectional Memory Model of PTSD is the first theory to satisfy all explanatory requirements specified by Jones and Barlow (1990) and by Brewin, Dalgleish, and Joseph (1996). This is an important scientific contribution. Tryon (1999) also makes novel predictions that may lead to more effective treatments. Other contributions of cognitive neuroscience may be more distant, but precluding inquiry into this area can only deprive all of us from productive future developments in this field. Some behavior therapists consider this uncertain price worth paying if it preserves an open forum: Cognitive vs. Behavioral Perspectives
emphasis on functional analysis. Donahoe has successfully maintained a primary focus on functional analysis while expanding his explanatory base into the cognitive arena, thereby leading the way for other behaviorists to do so (cf. Donahoe & Dorsel, 1997). Tryon (in press) has argued elsewhere that the parallel distributed processing version of connectionism that constitutes NNLT is a superset of behaviorism that promotes acceptance of selectionist arguments among psychologists generally and may accordingly advance a more widespread acceptance of behavior analysis. It is ironic and counterproductive for behavior analysts to oppose an effective means of promoting explanation by selection upon which functional analysis is based.


This section responds to specific criticisms made regarding Ilardi (2002) and Feldman (2002). I agree with KFK that science without application and application without science are both problematic. My comments go to the former problem. Behavior therapy currently does not seek a scientific explanation of why its procedures work. Only outcome questions are being addressed. Process considerations should of course wait until outcome has been established to be sure there is something to explain, but a substantial and growing list of empirically supported treatments provide much to be attributed. My aim is to expand the explanatory base of behavior therapy while preserving its applied focus (cf. Tryon, 2002).

Cognitive neuroscience was criticized for contributing more to medical than psychological understanding, where medical understanding largely meant drug development. A major insight provided by NNLT is that psychological treatments and drug treatments probably affect the same synapses and neurotransmitter systems in similar ways; the primary difference being that learning-based treatments produce more long-lasting changes. Contrasting drug vs. psychological effects seems to be becoming a false dichotomy and therefore not a valid criticism.

Tryon (2002)

NNLT and cognitive neuroscience intend to broaden our conceptual understanding of why empirically supported treatments work. Their explanatory success does not require any change in the clinical practice of behavior therapy. Hence, pointing to the absence of such change is irrelevant. Technicians do not
need to understand why methods work, but behavioral scientists do.

KFK question both the validity and explanatory force of studying the functional properties of multilayered networks via computer simulation as a means of understanding the functional properties of multilayered organic networks. John Donahoe is a behavior analyst who opposes this view. He has argued that the study of neural networks is essential to the future of behavior analysis (cf. Donahoe, 1997).

KFK's concern with processing speed misses at least two central points. One, NNLT shares the criticism that the traditional serial processing artificial intelligence approach as fundamentally incorrect because its approach is orders of magnitude too slow to explain real time behavior. Two, PDP connectionism is concerned with network principles that enable operant and respondent conditioning to occur at all. KFK cannot explain how behavioral variation is instantiated not how reinforced alters response variants. They do not even see these questions as in need of explanation.

Computer simulations can and do predict behavior in that they successfully predict the behavioral outcome of many experiments, including conditioning studies. Many psychological and behavioral phenomena are now well understood in NNLT terms.

Plaud (2002)

KFK correctly perceive that Plaud (2002) is concerned that behavior therapists have steadily separated themselves from behavior analysis since the mid-1960s and that behavior analysis now supports only parts of some treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy. Clinicians, frequently with psychodynamic backgrounds, have developed the cognitive components of most current empirically supported treatments like Dialectical Behavior Therapy. This observation directly supports the conclusion that functional analysis provides an important but limited basis for modern behavior therapy.

Conclusions

Functional analysis is fundamental to effective behavior therapy and will continue to constitute a core component of the most effective empirically supported behavior therapies. This said, the behavior of most behavior therapists has made it very clear that the explanatory basis provided by functional analysis is insufficient for both the science and practice of contemporary behavior therapy. Successful therapy very likely entails new learning. It is therefore better to know more than less about the learning process. Behavior therapy entails the application of modern learning theory (Tryon, 2000a). NNLT is a modern comprehensive learning theory that (1) is a superset of behaviorism, functional analysis, and selection, (2) is consistent with cognitive theory, and (3) is part of cognitive neuroscience. The work of John Donahoe, a senior behavior analyst, exemplifies this cognitive-behavioral theoretical integration. I share his conviction that neural networks are essential to the future of behavior analysis. NNLT provides both a necessary and sufficient explanatory base upon which behavioral and cognitive therapists can build their scientific and clinical future.
The Cognitive Neuroscience Framework and Its Implications for Behavior Therapy: Clarifying Some Important Misconceptions

Stephen S. Ilardi, University of Kansas

Radical behaviorists often lament the fact that their conceptual framework is widely misunderstood and underappreciated by nonbehaviorists of all stripes. I believe the complaint is warranted. There is a touch of irony, therefore, in the fact that my radical behaviorist/contextualist colleagues in this friendly debate (Kelly, Forsyth, & Karekla, 2002; Plaud, 2002) appear to have misconstrued some important facets of the cognitive neuroscience perspective, which Tryon (2002a) and I (Ilardi, 2002) have outlined in the Behavior Therapist (and elsewhere; e.g., Ilardi & Feldman, 2001). Although Tryon (2002b) does an admirable job of addressing many of these issues, a few additional points of clarification may prove helpful.

On the Nature of Neurally Instantiated Information Processing

Kelly and colleagues (2002) contend that the cognitive neuroscience perspective is overly reliant on the computer metaphor in describing brain activity, and they question the degree to which such a metaphor could “add anything in explaining the activity of real neurons in real brains.” Computer metaphor, of course, is a loaded term—one not infrequently employed in straw-man arguments to “prove” the wrongheadedness of all things cognitive. The rhetorical force of such arguments (echoes of which may be heard in the Kelly et al. paper) tends to hinge on the accusation that cognitivists believe the brain functions more or less like a commercially available computer. Such a misconception calls for a statement of the obvious: There is no physical respect in which the brain operates as does one’s computer. The former, for example, does not contain a serial central processing unit, nor does it come preloaded with a crash-prone operating system courtesy of Bill Gates! Indeed, for the purposes of this discussion, the only important commonality between such devices and human brains is the fact that both are physical systems designed—the former by engineers, the latter by natural selection—with a functional capability of instantiating and processing certain forms of information.

But isn’t information processing just an equally unhelpful—and unscientific—metaphor? Fortunately, it is not. As outlined by mathematician Claude Shannon (1938) in his seminal work on signal detection theory, information may be technically defined in a functional, objective manner as that which functions to reduce uncertainty about the occurrence (or nonoccurrence) of a given event (Best, 1989). Information, defined in this fashion (i.e., the reduction of event-based uncertainty), is a term commonly employed in natural science disciplines ranging from physics to biology. As I’ve explained elsewhere,

In the biological realm, such uncertainty is ubiquitous, and each motile organism stands to increase its adaptive fitness to the extent that it is capable of reducing uncer-
purely informational, computational, and regulatory in nature” (p. 1190).

It follows, therefore, that the scientific task of “explaining the activity of real neurons in real brains” (to use the phrasing of Kelly et al., 2002) will of necessity be informed by consideration of the adaptive function by virtue of which such brains have been selected over successive eons—that is, the function of processing information for the adaptive regulation of behavior. The cognitive neuroscience claim that the brain performs such information processing operations—in the precise technical sense articulated by information theorists (Shannon, 1938; Turing, 1950; see also Marr, 1982)—is not an example of so-called “metaphorical talk,” as Kelly and colleagues allege. It is, rather, an objectively verifiable claim, one long regarded as a given by esteemed colleagues in the natural sciences (Wilson, 1998), including Nobel laureates such as Francis Crick (1994) and Murray Gell-Mann (1994).

**The Correspondence Between Brain Events and Psychological Events**

In a related line of attack on the cognitive neuroscience framework, Kelly and colleagues (2002) have called into question the degree to which there exists a direct correspondence between neural events and psychological/behavioral events. Despite the existence of an accumulating wealth of supportive empirical evidence for such a correspondence from the neurosciences and related disciplines, Kelly et al. claim, “virtually all of this work in living, breathing organisms is correlational” (p. 80), and concede only that behavioral and psychological events may lead to changes in the brain, but not vice versa. They are mistaken on this point. There exist numerous published investigations that have utilized experimental manipulation to demonstrate that specific alterations to the function or structure of the brain lead to very specific alterations in psychological and behavioral experience. Such manipulations range from the induction of self-deprecatory thoughts during an acute neuronal catecholamine depletion challenge (Berman et al., 1999) to the altered recall of affectively toned autobiographical memories during anesthetic inactivation of the right cerebral hemisphere (Ross, Homan, & Buck, 1994). There exists, moreover, a robust clinical literature documenting the direct alteration of specific neurocognitive functions—e.g., impulse regulation, psychomotor sequence initiation, memory consolidation, perception of prosodic cues, etc.—on the basis of focal lesions to highly specific cerebral areas (Mesulam, 2000). On the basis of such evidence, in tandem with a burgeoning functional neuroimaging literature, the high degree of skepticism of Kelly and colleagues regarding the correspondence of brain events and psychological events appears unwarranted.

Why is it worth belaboring this point? And for that matter, why might radical behavioralists resist acknowledging the increasingly obvious correspondence of brain events and psychological events? I believe the answer is to be found, at least in part, in the logical implications of such a correspondence regarding (a) the objective scientific status of psychological events, and (b) behavioral scientists’ ability to investigate the causal role of such events in the proximal mediation of behavior. Historically, of course, behaviorists have evidenced a very strong aversion to the claim that psychological events—thoughts and feelings, for example—are capable of mediating environment-behavior relations, and this objection has been based in part on the contention that such “private events” are in principle objectively unobservable (Plaud, 2002). But in recent years influential radical behaviorists have also begun to acknowledge explicitly that the environmental selection of behavior is proximally mediated by neural network events (e.g., Donahoe, 1998), observable events that are amenable to objective investigation. Therefore, once it is conceded that such neural network events (or at least a subset thereof) correspond directly with psychological events, the radical behaviorist is left in the awkward position of having to further concede (a) that psychological events—as the subjectively experienced manifestations of neural network events—are directly amenable to objective empirical investigation, and (b) that psychological events (again, as the subjectively perceived counterparts of neural network events) are capable of proximally mediating behavior.

**The Pragmatic Utility of the Cognitive Neuroscience Framework**

Perhaps the most compelling concern of Kelly and colleagues (2002) regarding the cognitive neuroscience framework is a pragmatic one: “If cognitive neuroscience is to become a unifying metatheoretical framework for behavior therapy, it will need to address the charge of clinical science and practice by showing that it can contribute to novel and efficacious psychosocial clinical interventions” (p. 80). And, despite the fact that there already exist many efficacious somatic interventions for psychological disorders, developed by investigators informed by the theory and methods of cognitive neuroscience, it seems indisputable that many behavior therapists will not find the cognitive neuroscience perspective fully persuasive until they are convinced of its pragmatic utility in the form of enhanced methods of psychological assessment and intervention.

As we now briefly consider the available evidence on this point, however, it will be important to bear in mind that the history of science is replete with examples of elegant theoretical advances that required many years—often decades—to
these are economically challenging times for many individuals and organizations. AABT is no exception. We are projecting large financial deficits in the next few years based on a variety of factors.

In a perfect world, we would get everything we want, exactly when we want it. In the next best world, we’d at least be able to keep what we already had. In the world that most of us inhabit, finding the most appropriate compromises is the business imperative.

AABT’s Board of Directors, confronting some financial realities, asked each of the Association’s major areas (membership, publications, and meetings) to cut costs. This process has begun. The Central Office has been reduced by two positions: the Membership/Marketing Manager and the Assistant to the Executive Director.

The Board of Directors has instituted monthly conference calls to transact the business of the Association and will not hold a Spring meeting this year. An Ad Hoc Committee on Fund Raising has just been constituted, and we thank Robert Leahy for agreeing to chair this important effort on the part of the Association.

Richard G. Heimberg, Ph.D.

In publications, cost savings will be attained by publishing 8, rather than the usual 10, issues of the Behavior Therapist this year, forgoing the May and Summer issues. Depending on our future finances, we may be able to reverse this cut soon, which is our hope.

We know you like the Behavior Therapist. In each survey we’ve done over the last decade or so, you’ve identified it as the most important and most visible member benefit. Our advertisers like it, and find it a useful vehicle for their products, services, and, especially, their staffing needs. And we see it as an essential communication tool among the Association’s many constituencies: elected and appointed officers, staff, advertisers, researchers, clinicians, educators, and students; we also believe that it is essential to keep this line of communication open.

The Board and the staff are working harder than ever to make sure that membership in AABT remains important to every professional and student. Within the next month we will be launching the AABT listserve, thanks to member Lynn Marcinko and her staff at the Harbor UCLA Medical Center. We will also be posting more information on our Web site.

Staff continues to explore ways to expand our technology and services with an eye toward cost efficiency.

Our convention will continue to offer the high-quality diversified program our members have come to expect. However, preregistration for CE activities will be looked at very carefully, and those offerings that are undersubscribed will be cancelled. This is a step we have not had to face in better times.

We hope that the financial pressures that necessitated these compromises are short-lived. If they’re not, we will continue to develop a well-considered plan to address them.

We appreciate your continued support of AABT. Here are ways you can help: Encourage colleagues to join (our Membership Committee will soon be launching its member-get-a-member campaign). Be sure your institution subscribes to our journals and purchases our useful new series of clinical demonstration videotapes. Suggest to publishers you might work with that they advertise and exhibit with AABT. Offer your services—like the two members listed above, and the dozens who are active in our governing structure. You can make a difference.

Please share your thoughts with us. Write me care of the AABT central office or via e-mail to Mary Jane Eimer, AABT’s Executive Director, at mejimert@aabt.org.
ing—our findings may hold promise for enhancing the assessment of depressive cognitive biases. By extension, we are early in the process of employing this divided visual field/cerebral hemispheric lateralization assessment approach to determine (a) the degree to which individual differences in enduring right hemispheric negativistic biases render some individuals especially vulnerable to depression relapse, and (b) the specific set of therapeutic techniques that are the most effective in ameliorating such biases. The promising findings reviewed above, of course, represent merely the tip of the proverbial iceberg. It is certain, for example, that with each passing year, techniques of neuroimaging will become increasingly accurate in the spatial and temporal resolution of brain events (i.e., the recording of real-time brain events in increasingly fine-grained levels of detail). There will doubtless also occur a commensurate increase in discovery regarding the detailed manner in which precisely measured cerebral neural network events reflect the adaptive processing of salient information (e.g., regarding the organism’s external and interoceptive environments), inasmuch as scientific discovery is invariably catalyzed by major advances in the precision of measurement. Moreover, it is clear that in the years and decades immediately ahead, neuroimaging procedures will continue to become more widely disseminated, more heavily utilized in clinical settings, and much more readily accessible to psychological researchers and practitioners. Accordingly, it appears reasonable to predict an exponential growth in clinical psychologists’ utilization of the theory and methods of cognitive neuroscience to enhance both their conceptual understanding of psychological disorders and their ability to treat them effectively. Behavior therapists who steadfastly choose to ignore such developments, or who persist in relegating them to the periphery of their practice, may find themselves increasingly at a disadvantage in competing for the business of clients seeking effective treatment. Behavior therapists who steadfastly choose to ignore such developments, or who persist in relegating them to the periphery of their practice, may find themselves increasingly at a disadvantage in competing for the business of clients seeking effective treatment.

**References**
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**Letter to the Editor**

**The Efficacy of Neurofeedback**

D. Corydon Hammond, *University of Utah School of Medicine,* M. Barry Sterman, *University of California, Los Angeles,* T. J. La Vaque and Norman C. Moore, *Mercer University School of Medicine,* and Joel Lubar, *University of Tennessee*

As a joint committee representing the Society for Neuronal Regulation and the Association for Applied Psychophysiology and Biofeedback, we are writing to express our concerns about a recent article in *the Behavior Therapist.* Lohr, Meunier, Parker, and Kline (2001) published a review of neurofeedback, concluding that it does not qualify as an empirically supported treat-
ment. Unfortunately, the review was not comprehensive and demonstrated systematic bias in failing to include the most rigorous research on neurofeedback.

Sterman (2000) comprehensively reviewed the literature on the neurofeedback treatment of uncontrolled epilepsy. Overall, this literature documented that 82% of the most severe, uncontrolled epileptics demonstrated a significant reduction in seizure frequency. Although 3 studies found significant seizure reductions regardless of the EEG feedback contingencies that were rewarded, “the vast majority of patients responded only when feedback contingencies provided reward for SMR activity and normalization of the sensorimotor cortex EEG” (p. 49). A total of 12 studies examined whether the EEG improved, and 66% of the patients showed significant EEG improvement (e.g., Lubar et al., 1981). Two studies even measured sleep EEG pre- and post-training and documented significant normalization following conditioning. Sterman concluded,

The consensus arising from these findings is that most epileptic patients who show clinical improvement with EEG biofeedback also show contingency-related EEG changes and a shift toward EEG normalization. However, not all patients who respond to this treatment show expected EEG changes, and a few patients who show EEG changes experience little clinical improvement. One is reminded of the fact that a similar percentage of patients undergoing anterior temporal lobectomy for the surgical treatment of complex partial seizures failed to show the expected hippocampal sclerosis or other lesions in microscopic studies of the tissue removed. Further, 27% of those patients with documented lesions showed little clinical improvement. Both EEG neurofeedback and anterior temporal lobectomy treatments are confounded by our relatively primitive comprehension of neural regulation and seizure pathology, and by the limitations of current analytic methodology. (pp. 52-53)

We would argue that the absolute requirement for EEG normalization in the Lohr et al. (2001) paper is not justified. The findings summarized above indicate that normalization often occurs. However, when it does not, the possibility of non-specific effects must be considered. But this is not the only potential explanation. For instance, it may be that neurofeedback sometimes promotes greater cognitive flexibility in response to cognitive demands.

Nine studies reviewed by Sterman (2000) had control conditions that variously included noncontingent reinforcement, EMG, an ABA crossover design, random feedback, and relaxation training with EEG electrodes. One study included yoked noncontingent and wait-list control groups. Another new controlled study (Kotchoubey et al., 2001) validated its effectiveness compared to medication and placebo. None of these studies were reviewed by Lohr et al. (2001). We thus conclude that neurofeedback meets the criteria for being both an efficacious and specific treatment for uncontrolled epilepsy by the Chambless et al. (1998) and Chambless and Hollon (1998) criteria.

The Lohr et al. (2001) review also neglected three studies (Garrett & Silver, 1975) of test anxiety. These studies included random assignment, alternative treatment control groups, and a wait-list control group. In one experiment, the group receiving alpha EEG enhancement training produced 33% more alpha post-treatment, and all three feedback groups demonstrated significant reductions in test anxiety, while the untreated control group and the relaxation training group experienced no significant reduction. In another experiment, subjects received phases of alpha enhancement training and EMG biofeedback training. The alpha training increased alpha production from 64% to 78% of the time, and anxiety scores dropped significantly (p < .001) for the combined treatment group compared to a nontreatment group. Thus, we also believe that the neurofeedback treatment for phobic anxiety qualifies for the category of possibly efficacious. Space limitations prevent us from providing further evidence for the efficacy of neurofeedback for treating ADD/ADHD and brain injuries.

We wholeheartedly agree with Lohr et al. (2001) that many areas of clinical application of neurofeedback require improved research validation and that more and better-quality research is needed in several areas. However, we disagree with their stringent and excessive standards, which are in contrast to the Chambless and Hollon (1998) and APA Division 12 Task Force (Chambless et al., 1998) criteria in that they apparently require a placebo control condition. That raises important methodological and ethical issues that Lohr et al. are either unaware of or chose not to address. Requiring a placebo control condition where a known effective treatment is already available has been deemed unethical by both medical ethicists (Lurie & Wolfe, 1997; Rothman, 2000) and by the Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association. This issue is discussed in greater depth in LaVaque and Rossiter (2001) and Kotchoubey et al. (2001).
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This is an informative tape for clinicians of all levels. Numerous ways to frame and solve problems. Therapy, the clinician is an active guide who presents the client with a deeply relaxed state, Dowd guides her through three imaginal imagery to revisit anger-provoking situations. New responses are formulated and implemented via role-plays, and independent practice is planned.

This tape is appropriate for beginning or seasoned clinicians; it is both a thorough introduction and a valuable refresher course.

Redirecting Anger Toward Self-Change
Raymond DiGiuseppe, St. John’s University and the Albert Ellis Institute for Rational Emotive Therapy

Angry clients often wish to focus on others’ behavior rather than their own. DiGiuseppe demonstrates methods to help angry clients stop setting themselves up for continued frustration, to stop relying on mind-reading, and to replace ruminative anger with strategies that facilitate resolution. Together, the client and therapist use mental imagery to revisit anger-provoking situations. New responses are formulated and implemented via role-plays, and independent practice is planned.

Appropriate for any clinician wanting to develop better ways to help clients decrease anger and its lingering aftereffects. Demonstrations of imaginal exposure to anger-provoking events are particularly helpful.

Cognitive Hypnotherapy in Anxiety Management
E. Thomas Dowd, Kent State University

“Don’t worry, I’m not going to make you quack like a duck.” This demonstration will dispel misconceptions or doubts about the viability of hypnosis as a therapeutic technique when used to augment the process of therapy. Based on Meichenbaum and Gilmore’s model of content, process, and structure, cognitive hypnotherapy is used as a nonverbal cognitive restructuring tool. After helping the client achieve a deeply relaxed state, Dowd guides her through three imaginal scenarios that serve as metaphors for her problem. In cognitive hypnotherapy, the clinician is an active guide who presents the client with numerous ways to frame and solve problems.

This is an informative tape for clinicians of all levels.

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
Steven C. Hayes, University of Nevada, Reno

ACT works exclusively through process rather than content to diffuse patterns of the mind and, instead, emphasize experience. The ultimate goal: the realization that there is no ultimate goal.

In this refreshingly different video, Hayes works with Candace, a young woman with social phobia who views her anxiety as a problem. He encourages the client to deconstruct anxiety into a set of harmless individual symptoms and meaningless words. Through the use of metaphor and sensory exercises, Hayes guides Candace to a state of acceptance of her anxiety in social situations. He strives to help her disentangle from language and, instead, promote her true intentions by “watching the chatter” of her mind without doing anything about it.

This video is sure to be thought-provoking to all clinicians, and demonstrates a viable alternative to standard CBT approaches.

Imaginal Exposure
Edna B. Foa, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

When conducted properly, exposure therapy provides an opportunity for clients to reencounter, reevaluate, and bring new meaning to traumatic events.

Dr. Foa, a founder of prolonged exposure therapy for PTSD, demonstrates treatment with Janie, a young woman who was raped by an ex-boyfriend in a college dormitory.

The therapist offers the client the rationale for exposure therapy and explains the concept of emotional processing; leads a session of imaginal exposure, in which the client recounts the trauma in detail with the support and guidance of the therapist; and encourages the client to include more details each time the story is told. Between narratives, the therapist reframes the event, highlighting the adaptive value of the client’s response, and reinforces the fact that memories can’t hurt us. The end of the session includes a demonstration of diaphragmatic breathing and a homework assignment.

This tape is a must for any clinician working with traumatized populations, regardless of level of experience.

Dialectical Behavior Therapy for Suicidal Clients Meeting Criteria for Borderline Personality Disorder
Marsha M. Linehan, University of Washington, Seattle

“Suicide is always in the back of my mind.” These are not words a therapist hopes to hear from a client. What happens next in the therapy session could influence your client’s decision to live or die. Are you as prepared as you should be to deal with chronic suicidality? Marsha Linehan, master clinician and founder of Dialectical Behavior Therapy, demonstrates techniques used to persuade clients to refrain...
from harmful behaviors during the course of treatment. Linehan demonstrates successful negotiating and contracting for nonsuicidal behaviors, techniques to strengthen commitment to therapy, and emphasizes ways for therapists to treat clients with borderline personality disorder as humans rather than patients.

This training tape is ideal for clinicians with differing amounts of experience, who wish to sharpen clinical skills and develop confidence in handling suicidality and challenging clients.

- **Overcoming Problem Behavior in Children and Adolescents**
  Tammie Ronen, Tel Aviv University

Guy, a 14-year-old referred for treatment by his school principal for aggressive behavior, is convinced that the only way to “make it” in the world is to fight your way up. Ronen expertly demonstrates the first session of self-control therapy, including building rapport, psycho-education, and demonstrating the influence of thoughts on behavior.

In this gentle but effective treatment, creative outlets for expression are added to cognitive behavior therapy to enable understanding by the therapist of the needs of the young client. Treatment modules include cognitive restructuring, problem analysis, and attentional focus and self-control exercises.

This instructive video is especially helpful for beginning clinicians.

- **One-Session Treatment of a Patient With Specific Phobia**
  Lars-Goran Öst, Stockholm University

Blood, hedgehogs, airplanes, birds with clipped wings. Welcome to the world of treatment of specific phobias.

Öst treats a dog-phobic client with the aid of a 95-pound German shepherd named Max. The therapist first assesses the client’s core fears about dogs, then offers corrective information before the onset of in-vivo exposure. Öst and Max gradually move closer to the fearful client, who provides fear ratings and a verbal narrative of her thoughts. Öst uses therapist modeling and demonstrates how to formulate an exposure hierarchy on-the-fly.

In a substantial Q-and-A period, Öst discusses methodological aspects of phobias and exposure-based treatments. Topics addressed include treating children’s fears, use of relaxation and medication during exposure, use of pictures and virtual stimuli, fear versus disgust, the logistics of group formats, overlearning, and how to prepare effective in-vivo stimuli.

This is an excellent didactic tape, especially for beginning therapists.

- **Personality Disorder**
  Arthur Freeman, Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine

“We’re not going to change you; we’re going to change your behaviors.”

An important aspect of successful treatment of Axis II disorders is the development of trust through the process of therapy. In this demonstration, Freeman completes the first session of treatment with Linda, a young woman with borderline features and depression.

He gains her trust by focusing the session on discrete behaviors rather than personality traits. Freeman gradually uncovers a pervasive pattern of impulsive, poorly controlled behaviors that contribute to the client’s many difficulties. The client generates examples of alternative behaviors that are more consistent with her goals. During the Q & A, Freeman explains the difference between CBT for Axis I and II disorders and discusses how to use the therapy session to connect with clients. Freeman briefly discusses confidentiality, session cost, and ethics involved with court cases.

This tape is an excellent resource for clinicians at all levels who work with Axis II clients.

---

**COST PER TAPE:**

- Member: $50.00  
- Nonmember: $90.00  
- Shipping & Handling: $5.00  
- Overseas postage: $10.00  
- (Buy the Whole Set: Take 10% off AND pay NO shipping)  
- Please put a check mark next to the videotapes of your choice

Total No. of Tapes ____________________________ Total Amount Due $ _____________________________

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________

Street _______________________________________________________City ___________________________

State/Province _________________________________________ ZIP/Postal Code _______________________

Please send check or money order payable to AABT drawn from a U.S. bank. Do not send cash.

- Visa  
- MasterCard  

Expiration Date ________________________  

Card No. _____________________________________ Signature ____________________________________

---

FOR INDIVIDUAL OR CLASSROOM LEARNING, THESE 1½ HOUR TAPES SHOW THE "HOW-TO" THAT DEFINES GOOD THERAPY.
Open Forum

Exclamation-Point Usage in the Cognitive-Behavioral Literature

Neah Piste, Private Practice, Brooklyn, New York

The cognitive-behavioral literature is virtually devoid of the exclamation point. The APA Publication Manual fails to even mention the exclamation point in its section on punctuation. Is psychological writing doomed to the period? And if so, what does this say about the field? Here are some examples of exclamation-point usage from the recent literature. As these sentences reveal, the exclamation point is a valid means of disseminating your ideas. Don’t be afraid! Behavior therapy is filled with passionate utterances, if you make them.

“But, deciding to ritualize can be equally painful!” (Grayson, 2000, p. 418)

“That’s research, not psychotherapy!” (Raw, 1993, p. 76)

“Mainly, but not dogmatically or absolutely!” (Ellis, 1996, p. 255)

“We’re it only so easy for eating disorders researchers (and it is not even that easy for depression researchers)!” (Joiner, 2000, p. 191)

“Behavior therapy can help you and your patients!” (Van Horn, 2000, p. 200)

“Quite a hefty order of business, particularly when working with an anxious child!” (Brodbeck, 2001, p. 278)

“Even psychoanalysis could have been proposed as a behavior therapy, because, after all, its procedures are unquestionably behavioral!” (Wolpe, 1997, p. 634)

“You bet your sweet bippi!” (Robb, 1998)

“. . . I gave some of the lectures in the evening and at our social functions I would often cook spaghetti and make salad!” (Cautela, 1990, p. 211)
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Special Interest Groups

News of the SIGs

Andrea Seidner Burling, SIG Committee Chair

We are pleased to report that a number of AABT’s SIGs supported Marsha Linehan’s presidential goal at the recent SIG Poster Expo and Cocktail Reception at the 2001 Convention. Dr. Linehan’s goal for her presidential year was “to increase the number of clients receiving effective treatment by increasing the number of providers and provider systems applying effective treatment programs.” Each SIG was asked to select a poster at the Expo that best supported or furthered this goal and the posters listed below were chosen by their SIGs. We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate the authors of these posters for their efforts to support AABT’s 2001 presidential goal.

Addictive Behaviors SIG: “Factors Associated With Cannabis Self-Resolution and Barriers to Treatment Seeking”—T. Ellingstad, University of California at San Diego and Nova Southeastern University, K. Venner, University of New Mexico, and L. Sobell, M. Sobell, and L. Goldsmith, Nova Southeastern University.


Call for Candidates for Editors of Cognitive and Behavioral Practice and the Behavior Therapist

Candidates are sought for Editor-Elect of Cognitive and Behavioral Practice, volumes 12 - 15. The official term for the Editor is January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2008, but the Editor-Elect should be prepared to begin handling manuscripts approximately 1 year prior.

Candidates are sought for Editor-Elect of the Behavior Therapist, volumes 27 - 29. The official term for the Editor is January 1, 2005, to December 31, 2007, but the Editor-Elect should be prepared to begin handling manuscripts approximately 1 year prior.

Candidates should send a letter of intent and a copy of their CV to Arthur Freeman, Ed.D., Publications Coordinator, AABT, 305 Seventh Avenue, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10001-6008 or via email to teisler@aabt.org

After an initial screening by the Publications Committee, successful candidates will be asked to prepare a vision letter in support of their candidacy. David Teisler, AABT’s Director of Publications, will provide you with more details at the appropriate time. Letters of support or recommendation are discouraged. However, candidates should have secured the support of their institution.

Questions about the responsibilities and duties of the Editor or about the selection process can be directed to David Teisler at the above email address or, by phone, at (212) 647-1890.

Letters of intent MUST BE RECEIVED BY July 1, 2002. Vision letters will be required by September 1, 2002. The Publications Committee will forward their recommendation to the Board of Directors at the Annual Meeting in Reno in November.

Classifieds

For classified rates and closing dates, contact Stephanie Schwartz, AABT Advertising Manager, (212) 647-1890, or via e-mail: sschwartz@aabt.org.

SUMMER FELLOWSHIPS IN COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR THERAPY AND REBT FOR FULL-TIME UNIVERSITY FACULTY. A limited number of 3-week fellowships for university faculty in psychology, psychiatry, counseling, or social work are being offered at the Albert Ellis Institute in July 2002. Featuring intensive practica in REBT, direct supervision of therapy sessions, special seminars, and co-leading a group with Albert Ellis. Send reasons for wishing to participate and vita to Kristene Doyle, Albert Ellis Institute, 45 East 65th Street, New York, NY 10021; or fax at 212-249-3382; or e-mail at krisdoyle@msn.com.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR, NATIONAL DRUG ABUSE CLINICAL TRIALS NETWORK. Faculty Position—Johns Hopkins University Psychiatry Department is soliciting candidates for an Instructor or Assistant Professor level position to direct resources and participate in research opportunities at the Mid Atlantic Node of the National Drug Abuse Clinical Trials Network, under the direction of the node Principal Investigator. Applicants must possess a doctorate in Psychology or other health related field. In addition, it is highly desirable that candidates have leadership skills in initiating and managing research projects and excellent communications skills working with a wide variety of professionals and para professionals.

Johns Hopkins University is the coordinating site of the Mid Atlantic Node and part of a unique and exciting new clinical trials initiative funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse. The Mid-Atlantic Node is one of 14 groups nationwide comprised of treatment providers and researchers who collaborate to conduct multi-site clinical trials of substance abuse treatments in community treatment settings. Applicants should have a strong interest in the mission of the CTN, which is to conduct studies of therapeutic interventions in rigorous, multisite clinical trials that will ultimately improve the quality of drug abuse treatment throughout the country using science as the vehicle.

Working with the Node PI, the successful candidate will direct central core research support, services and resources, including supervision of core staff and oversight of multiple clinical trials conducted within the Node. This position also coordinates the work of offsite treatment providers, researchers and academic collaborators, in the service of integrating clinical care and high-quality research.

As a faculty member, the person in this position would also be expected to develop and lead research projects within the CTN network, collaborate with Johns Hopkins researchers and/or develop independent grant-supported research. Excellent clinical and research resources are available within the CTN and surrounding Johns Hopkins research institutions.

Salary depends on rank and experience. JHU offers excellent benefits. Johns Hopkins University is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Minorities and women are encouraged to apply. Send letter of interest, Curriculum Vitae, and three names of references to: Maxine L. Stitzer, Ph.D., Behavioral Pharmacology Research Unit, Johns Hopkins Bayview Medical Center, 5510 Nathan Shock Drive, Baltimore, MD 21224; Phone- 410 550-0042; Fax- 410 550-0030; Email: mstitzer@jhmi.edu

MASTERS’ LEVEL CLINICIAN. Degree in Psychology, Social Work, Counseling, or other mental health related fields, or near completion. Two years experience working with developmentally disabled and/or psychiatric populations. Knowledge of the mental health system. To provide clinical consultation and training to mental health disabled/mentally ill.
population. Included working with outpatient departments, screening centers and psychiatric inpatient units. Fax resume to 908-931-0304 or e-mail to mariaisdt@hotmail.com.

LA RABIDA CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL, nationally recognized for excellence in caring for children with chronic illnesses and affiliated with the University of Chicago, has the following full-time opportunities:

PEDIATRIC PSYCHOLOGIST: Program Coordinator: FitMatters Pediatric Weight Management Program. This position offers a unique opportunity to work in a leading edge, interdisciplinary program designed to help children and adolescence with managing severe obesity. Requirements: Ph.D./Psy.D. in clinical psychology, APA internship in pediatric, child psychology, or behavioral medicine. Must have a strong behavioral and scientist-practitioner orientation and short-term therapy experience. Will consider a recently completed Postdoctoral Fellow. Must be licensed or eligible in Illinois.

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP: FitMatters Pediatric Weight Management Program. Responsibilities include: inpatient and outpatient evaluation and treatment of children referred to the FitMatters weight management program; consultation, program development and research. Works with multidisciplinary team, supervised by a nationally known expert in childhood obesity. Requirements: Ph.D./Psy.D., completion of an APA accredited internship in child clinical, pediatric psychology or behavioral medicine. Must have strong background in behavioral and/or cognitive behavioral therapy as well as excellent communication, organizational, computer and research skills. May consider ABD.

We offer a competitive salary and benefits package including up to 36 paid days off and a spectacular lakeside setting close to Chicago’s famed Loop. Please forward CV and three (3) letters of recommendation (indicating position of interest) to: G. Churnovic - Human Resources, La Rabida Children’s Hospital, East 65th at Lake Michigan, Chicago, IL 60649; Fax: 773/363-7905; E-mail: gchurnovic@larabida.org
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